
Logan Visser, a cornerstone of MOE 365, is an exemplary embodiment of FIRST ideals. 

Every MOE mentor and student attests to Logan’s gracious leadership in pit crew, student 

council, and as head welder. When Logan’s mechanical subteam mentors are not at meetings, she 

effortlessly supervises the students, who have lovingly dubbed her their “third mentor.” She 

recently managed peers who rebuilt a robot for educational use. She prioritized time, allocated 

tasks, and effectively taught strategizing and proper use of equipment. If she notices someone 

attempting a job with an inappropriate tool, she’ll quietly grab the better choice and show them 

why it would ease their effort. Numerous teammates track Logan down at every meeting, with a 

wide range of questions. As a gracious leader, she fields each inquiry with respect for her peers. 

 Along with unpretentious management skills, Logan has innate design and fabrication 

abilities. As a testament to her creativity and communication skills, she has earned Superior 

rankings at ACSI rhetoric competitions, been published in Imazine (a teen literary magazine), 

worked alongside a website designer in Philadelphia, and interned for 2 years in a local potter’s 

studio. With a lifelong passion for creating various textile art, from quilts to rugs to hand-spun 

wool, Logan enthusiastically sees power tools and welding equipment as perfect extensions of 

her creative abilities. And there isn’t a tool in the shop that Logan cannot use masterfully.

 Outside of MOE, Logan is a high-achieving Junior earning top grades and accolades from 

college professors. This year she has taken 4 courses, including Calc I and II, at 2 different 

colleges. She is also a 3-time, peer-nominated MVP on her travel softball team. And she is a teen 

advisor to TechGirlz, a non-profit in Philadelphia that strives to make STEM careers appealing to 

girls. Logan was invited to present at the 2011 Young Women's Conference in STEM held at 

Princeton’s Plasma Physics Lab. She exhibited a working robot and shared her enthusiasm for 

FIRST with hundreds of young women. And Logan was nominated for the 2013 Building 



Bridges Fellow Program by Tracey Welson-Rossman, founder of TechGirlz, due to Logan’s 

entrepreneurial efforts that will promote therapeutic benefits of art with young cancer patients. 

 It’s not surprising that Logan embodies the FIRST ideals to an extreme. She began her 7-

year involvement as a 10 year old. Her proudest FLL moment? Winning 1st Place Teamwork 

Award, 2010-11 First State Championship Tournament. 

 Logan naturally thought of FLL when she longed for a great platform to interest young 

ladies in technical careers. After learning that as a mechanical engineer she would be surrounded 

by 89% men, she immediately had a passion to alter that gender inequality. So in addition to her 

dedicated leadership on MOE, Logan has also devoted several hundred volunteer hours as a 

mentor to predominately female FLL teams, sponsored by the Society of Women Engineers. And 

her impact has been global. She led one team to the FLL World Invitational Open in Florida, 

May 2012. The other earned the First Place Champion’s Award at their qualifier. She enabled 

both teams to embody FIRST ideals in their community, and even around the world, with an 

impressive on-line presence. She designed professional team websites and helped them market 

and maintain their blogs (with visits from 47 countries), a YouTube channel (with almost 2,000 

views), and Facebook pages (often having 25-30% virality among its 85 followers). Her 2 teams 

have reached tens of thousands of people with the messages of FIRST. She is also organizing a 

2013 FLL summer camp and is thrilled that 2 members of her FLL team plan to join MOE 365 

next year.

 Logan plans to major in Mechanical Engineering, minor in robotics, and volunteer in 

FIRST indefinitely. Because of her deep-seated commitment to all that FIRST stands for, we 

proudly recommend Logan for the honor of the FIRST Dean’s List.


